BED LINEN AND TOWEL PROTECTION AGAINST THEFT
for
Hospitals, Hotels and Spa’s

Tagit is happy to present you its latest solution to protect bed
linen, towels, and other belongings of premises against theft.

Tagit SA Rue des Moulins 51
CH-2004 Neuchâtel 4
Switzerland
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Current Status
It has been an ongoing challenge to secure hospital and hotel
facilities.

AM technology
The biggest problem of the Acusto-Magnetic (AM) technology is
the industrial pressing of bed linen and towels attached with AM
Capsole tag inside them. It causes the labels to get destroyed
and results the loss of their functionality.

RFID technology
Another opportunity to protect towels is the RFID technology.
This solution is much more expensive and more about asset
management or for logistic purposes than about the prevention
of hotel facility losses, because every towel is assigned a
tracking number and the tags are sewed into towels, bathrobes
or bed sheets. They withstand only a limited wash cycle.
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Suggested solution
EM technology
Thanks to the Tagit systems
that

are

placed

entrance/exit

at

of

the
the

establishment and especially
for

them

developed

and

produced security wires by
Tagit’s partners, it is possible

The towels can be washed,

to effectively protect hotel

dried

facilities.

without

and

even

worry

ironed

endlessly,

because the electromagnetic
(EM) security wire will not be
damaged despite the high
temperatures.
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An exemplified method of the
application of the security wire for
towels:

1. Identify length and width of towel

2. Cut the wire to the desired length

3. Sewed in towel

4. sewed wire in towel activates the
alarm of the system once someone
tries to leave the premises with it
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Prospects
Tagit has got a quality solution to meet all needs.
Summing up, Hospitals, Hotels, Spa’s or fitness centers can
protect their facilities like bed linen, towels or bathrobes
against theft thanks to Tagit’s systems and the invisible sewed
wires inside their properties.
Hospitals and Hotels can also
stop

other

losses:

Lamps,

pictures, ashtrays…..

It is possible to protect all
other

properties

of

the

premise with small – not
visible labels in the requested
color pasted on each item.
As soon as departing guests accidently try to leave the premise
with these items and the hidden label on them, the
electromagnetic security gates at the exits will trigger an
alarm.
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